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A Teaching and Learning Bulletin Board

Chameleon Color Match
Pair up children to play this simple matching game. Put all the chameleons in a paper bag 
and place the color word cards face up on a table. To use, have one child pull a chameleon 
from the bag to show to his or her partner. Ask the partner to name the chameleon’s color 
and find the corresponding color word card. Finally, instruct the first child to visually 
search the room to find an object of the same color. To continue, have the partners switch 
roles and repeat the activity. 

Chameleon Colors and Camouflage
Invite children to make a booklet about colors to share with others. Display a copy 
of the reproducible booklet page (page 2) and review with children how to complete 
it. Also, explain that chameleons can change colors to help them blend in with their 
surroundings—this is called camouflage. Then distribute several copies of the booklet page 
for children to complete. Have them use a different color on each page. When finished, 
help them bind their pages between two construction-paper covers, title the booklet 
“Chameleon Colors,” and decorate the covers as desired. Encourage children to share their 
booklets with the class before taking them home.

Color Sort Relay
Hold a relay to reinforce children’s color knowledge. First, attach each color word card to 
a separate box or basket. Label one large paper bag with “Team 1” and another bag with 
“Team 2.“ Then gather two identical items to represent the color on each word card. Put 
one of each item into each paper bag. To set up the relay course, tape a starting line at one 
end of a large open area. Place the baskets at the opposite end and the bags in the center. 
Then divide the class into two teams. To play, one member at a time races to the bag for his 
or her team, pulls out an item, and hurries to deposit the item into the basket labeled with 
the corresponding color word. Then the child returns to tag the next player on his or her 
team. The first team to sort all of its items into the correct color baskets wins the relay!
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My chameleon is . 
 (color)

It can blend in with these things 
that are the same color:


